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Bard's War on Drugs: Controversial Dismissals Follow LSD Incident
by daniel terna and luke dickinson

Over ten students, most of Barnes. "One thing just led to
them First Years, h!ve been another."
closely questioned by the Despite rumors to the contrary,
administration in a recent Cannan insists that cases
investigation regarding to the were "self admitted" or guilt
sale of drugs on Bard campus. was vindicated "on the basis
Sometime
before
the
Thanksgiving,
break a mysterious
"folder of materials"
was left at President
Leon
Botstein's
office. The student
who delivered it was
later found to be,
according to Cannan,
"sick from LSD." The
"materials" sparked
an
administration
investigation into the
matter.
"It was like peeling an
onion," Cannan says.
Since then, information
coming
from
continuing, of significant evidence." At
extensive
interviews
has this point, "we've asked a
shown administrators
that small number of students to
"there've been a number of leave," Dean of Students Erin
incidents" of drug use or drug Cannan said yesterday. No
dealing. According to Director administrator would confirm
of Residence Life, Fred the names of dismissed
students, or even the number

of students who have been
removed.
Cannan noted that in the eleven
years that she has been working
at Bard, this is an "extremely
unusual incident given the

Students are surprised at the
seriousness with which the
administration is pursuing
the situation. Many see this
event as a tightening of Bard's
historically
tolerant
drug

large number of students
involved." Investigations on
the matter are still under way.
Director of First Year Students
Bethany Nohlgren, Mr. Barnes,
and Ms. Cannan have been
interviewing students who
have been implicated in both
drug selling and drug using.

policy. While students have
been • disciplined for drugrelated offenses in the past, few
have been expelled. Moreover,
the interview process is
typically used to gather facts
related to single offenders,
in contrast with a policy
of pursuit. Administrators

however, say the expulsions
don't reflect a change in the
administration's drug policy.
"We're in the business of not
being invasive," Cannan said.
Yet one student interviewed by
the Administration,
wishing to remain
anonymous.
felt
"uncomfortable"
with
the
way
Mr. Barnes had
approached
he~
stating
that
he
"expected me to
write and email him
a list of people that
would have anything
at all against me and
could accuse me of
things," she said.
Two other students
have
reported
similar distressing forms of
"interrogation."
According to the Office of
National Drug Control Policy,
the national drug use rate
has declined in the past few
decades and numerous sources
on campus report that fewer

Buyinggoodnews:the Pentagonpays Iraqi papers to publishpro-U.S.articles
b..l,)ut~ kelleher
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160,000 American troops still in Iraq,
most Americans have come to admit
that the war probably was not such a
good idea after all. Bush is continually
losing support; his approval rating
has fallen to 37%, the lowest of his
presidency. Bush recently outlined
his "victory strategy" for Iraq, yet he
failed to set a date for the withdrawal of
American troops, justifying his actions
by saying that setting a date now or
pulling out troops would vindicate the
terrorists and make America appear
weak. The president's low approval
rating is only one more thing in a
long string of bad news that has been
following Bush since his second
term inauguration. In this light, the
Pentagon's recent practice of financing
good news in Iraq makes perfect sense;
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why not just buy it?
Recently it has been reported

U.S. military has been secretly writing
articles, translating them into Arabic

that the Pentagon has found a new way
to support American troops in Iraq: by
paying for articles written by defense
contractors or intermediaries to be

and paying newspapers to print these
pro-U.S. pieces. Although the articles
are basically factual, they present
only one side of the conflict and omit

that. co\l\d .,.uib 1:y,~ ibc.
U.S. or Iraqi governments look bad.
Since the effort has been
underway, dozens of articles have been
published in Iraqi papers written by
U.S. military "information operations"
troops. Headlines like "Iraqis Insist on
Living Despite Terrorism" and "More
Money Goes to Iraq's Development"
fail to tell the whole story, offering
only an incredibly biased view of the
facts in an effort to bolster support
for American troops and the U.S.
government.
The operation was designed
to hide all connections with the U.S.
military. The Pentagon has enlisted
the help of a small Washingtonbased firm called Lincoln Group to
help translate and place the stories
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Pay for college executives on the up, Botstein's static
by brenden beck

Doling out big sums for
college
and
university
presidents
was,
until
recently, rare. In 1996 only
one
university
president
made more than $500,000.
Seven years later, during
the
2003-4
academic
year, 50 presidents made
more than a half a million
dollars.
This is according
to the latest annual survey
of executive compensation
by The Chronicle of Higher
Education.
The highest paid is Donald
Ross whose 34 years at
Lynn University earned him
a package worth $5,042,315

for the 2003-4 year (the
latest year for which data
S~veral
is available).
presidents make zero dollars,
mostly clergy at religious
institutions.
Bard has not seen this
upswing in compensation.
President
Botstein
made
$334,575 in compensation
and benefits last year. His
compensation has not risen in
the past four years for which
data is available. As with
most colleges, that amount is
set by the Board of Trustees.
Among presidents of Liberal
Arts Colleges, Botstein fairs
well. The median income for

a president of a Liberal Arts
College is $243,541. Among
schools that are compared
to Bard, Botstein makes less
than the heads of Oberlin,
Reed, and Sarah Lawrence.
Botstein's 30 years as Bard's
head, though, is longer
than the tenure of the other
presidents.
The nation's
highest paid, Donald Ross,
earned his $5 million after
34 years. That sum is part
of a retirement package, but
even discounting for outlying
millionaires,
the national
trend is upwards. For the
1999-2000 year the median
income for a Liberal Arts

president was $30,000 lower The national trend towards
than it was in 2003-2004.
higher executive pay is part
Botstein
does not feel of a similar trend in the
slighted.
"I'm not in this compensation of for-profit
business for the money," CEOs, foundation directors,
Botstein
told "the Free museum directors, and other
Press. "I feel myself very executives. The myriad tasks
well compensated and well of a college president can
treated by the trustees of range from fundraising travel
the college." Another limit to addressing the faculty's
to higher compensation is curriculum concerns.
As
that Bard cannot afford to the job of running a college
pay him more, Botstein has grown in complexity,
adds. The Development and selection boards have turned
Alumni Office, in charge of to those with experience in
contributions to the college, the private or government
reports that Botstein gave sectors. Harvard's president
$41,000 back to the ,-,-----.--•
--------~
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college last year.
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fflegalandImmoral
by kate crockford
On the morning of November 21, 2005,
the Hamdan family arose to the sound of
bulldozers and cement smashers. Over the
din of the growling machines was the
sound of a border police megaphone,
ordering the family out of their home.
It was raining. Activists from the Israeli
Committee Against Home Demolitions
(ICAHD) attempted to gain access to the
scene to ''resist, witness and document'' the
demolition. They were stopped a half-mile
away from the Jerusalem suburb home by
the border police. And so they watched
from afar. An internet-sprawled ICAHD
reportdescribes the scene:
..A Daewoo bulldoz.er systematically
demolished the first house, leaving only a
pile of rubble where a family once lived.
The bulldoz.erthen moved up a small hill to
the second house and began drilling into it
as well. After a few minutes, the roofbegan
to collapse and yet another family was left
homeless."
Two families were made homeless because
the Jerusalem Municipality has $300,000
left in their treasury,with little time before
their money is put back into the pol But
according to these Israeli activists, in "Israel,
house demolitions are merely 'business as
usual.'
"Since such an amount pays for about 70
demolitions, the Municipality is under
pressure to demolish as many homes as
possible in the next month and a half. Add
to this the policy of demolishing Palestinian
homes situated too close to the route of the
Wall. This was one of the reasons given for
demolishing
the
homes in Anata
- even though the
Wall has not yet
been built [in this
region]."
Home demolitions
are indeed business
as usual for Israel
because
the
winning
Israeli
planning strategy is
fundamentallybased
on transfer. Just like
their
American
counterparts during
the days of Cherokee
removal, a series of
supposedly 'legal' measures dispossess the
native inhabitants of their lands, while they
are simultaneously opened up to settlement
by foreigners. Since the beginning of the
second declared Palestinian intifada in 2000,
billboards along Israeli highways and bus
stations have declared such pleasantries as
"Transfer = Peace + Security" and "Jordan

is the Palestinian State". The blatant racism
in Israeli planning policy is illustrated clearly
in its plans for the West Bank and most

intensely felt by the Palestinians through the
Israeli home demolition policy.
In the occupied West Bank, Palestinian
residents live among 250,000 residents of
Israeli colonies. In the 1970s Ariel Sharon
became the Israeli Minister of Housing.
His plans for settling the recently occupied
West Bank differed greatly from those of
his predecessors. The previous settlement
strategy had centered around the notion of
border protection; the first settlements, under

what is now known as the Allon plan, were
built along the Jordan River on the West
Bank's east bank, bordering Jordan. Sharon
revolutionized Israeli military and settlement
strategy. Instead of building settlements
along a comprehensible border, Sharon
sought to eliminate the notion of the border
by integrating, as much as possible, the

Palestinian homes is an attack on an entire
people, an attempt to make the Palestinians
submittoamini-stateorworse,
an'autonomous•
set of islands- under Israelicontrol."
While littleresistanceto the Israelireformatting
of the physical landc;cape
exisls, groups like
ICAHD provide a window through which
the conflict can be viewed in its gruesome
simplicity. It also provides an outlet for
Israeli and internationalcitizmi to work with
Palestinians,opposing the thrust of Israeli
apartheid planning.When the greatestcolonial
damage done to a peoplestarts on the literal
drawing board of city and state planners,
architects and militaryspecialists,the simple
act of rebuildingbecomesa most powerful and
successfulact of resistance.
For more information about ICAHD's work,
please visittheir websiteat www.icahd.om.
The
organizationis always lookingfor vohmteers,
and would be exceedinglyhappyto acceptBard
student interns.The Hwnan Rights Projecthere
at Bard may support you financially;contact
keenan@bard.edu for infurmationabout this
and other fimdingopportunities.Please do not
hesitate to contactICAHD if you plan to visit
of Sharon's plans. The strategy is simply
Israel or Palestine for other reasons; this and
another arm of Sharon's military beast, which
other groups also provide alternative tours of
finds as its principle goal the Judaization
the physical and political landscape that are
and ~Arabization of the land between the
not to be missed.
MediterraneanSea and the JordanRiver.Home
demolitions are
the evil twin
of
settlement
construction.
Building homes
for Jews while
destroying the
~edu
homes of the
http://fteepress.bard.edu
Palestinians is
Campus Mail: The Free Pres.5
part and parcel of
845-758-7079
Sharon's grand,
'final solution'
The Free Press reserves the right to edit an submissions for spelling,
strategy.
grammar, and coherence. It protC£~ tbe student journalists' First
tho Israeli
Alllelldrnfflt rtgbts a1KIatteplS the l"MDfMlllffiffll\ffliffli
Committee
nies that freedom. Content decisions are made by the staff. The Free
Against Home
Press will not print any material that ~ libelous in nature. AnonyDemolitions
mous submissions are only printed if the writer consults with the
argues, "House
staff.
demolitions
become
have
The Free Press advertises worthy causes at no cost, and will not
the hallmarlcof
accept payment.
the Occupation.
Indeed,
since
All articlesin the Opinionsand xtra sections reflectthe opin1967 Israel has
ions
of the author,not necessarilythoseof the Free Pressstaff.
demolished
Responsesto Opinionsarticlesare welcome, and can be sentto
almost 12,000

Palestinian territories into the state of Israel
inside its 1948 borders.
The map printed here demonstrates the effect
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Palestinian
homes, leaving
some
70,000
without shelter
and tramnatized.
The systematic
demolition of
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New York Times Narc Sets the Global Warming Movement Back
by jeff brodsky and tim donovan

New York Times science-writer
Andrew
Revkin's
Wednesday
presentation of the documentary film
"Arctic Rush" was 1ame, to say the
least. His short film "Arctic Rush"-a
title more suited for a Gatorade flavor
than a documentary film-seemed like
something of a stock tip rather than an
in-depth look at the realities of climate
change.
The movie in a nutshell emphasized that
we are, to date, past a tipping point in
the anthropogenic impact on the Earth.
It is for certain that in a matter of years
(scientists debate when exactly) the
Arctic Ice Cap will melt either entirely
or nearly entirely, opening an arctic
passage navigable by boats between
the Americas and Russia.
Considering the presentation of the
facts, you would imagine that the
length of the movie would be an
alarmist wake-up call for those of us
not yet hip to the consequences of
our fossil-fuel intensive lifestyles.
Instead, this castrated New York
Times infotainment would better
appeal to a stock broker with cable
and his eight year old son who likes
guns rather than a lounge full of Bard
minds.
'Global Warming,' as it's called
in the literature was framed not in
terms of its human and ecological
consequences but rather the military
and economic possibilities resulting
from the impending disappearance of
the arctic ice cap. The title "Arctic
Rush" refers to the impending
militarization of the North pole by
the Arctic nations-Russia,
Canada,
The U.S., Denmark, and Norway,
in the mad scramble for the Earth's

last untapped resources. The
movie's subtext reads: "While
the market endures this whole
"global warming" thing, it
would serve you well to invest
your money in oil... and
guns." The video spent the
majority of its time discussing
the future profiteering of
shipping and oil interests in
the Arctic Ocean.
Insightful in its own way, the
movie illustrates how hard
the mainstream media tries
to exploit disaster to its gains
without actually engaging
(or enraging) its public with
critical inquiry and hard facts.
The film's human element was
the discussion surrounding
the semi-autonomous
Inuit
community of Canada. These
far-northerners
are taking
legal action
against
the
United States government
for human rights violations.
By claiming that the sea ice
is a way of life for many
societies in the Arctic Circle,
the calculated, systematic,
ideological,
rationalized
assault
against
nature
innocuously euphemized as
"industry•:
fundamentally
does violence to life on the
ice. Otherwise, the film gives
us interview after interview
with everyone
from the
Canadian naval authorities
saying we need to ~•prepare
for certain contingencies"
to Russian Scientist NaySayers complaining that the

..
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West concocted the entire concept of
"global warming" in an effort to bring
down the east. In one way or another
more than half of the movie presented
people telling us how fucking psyched
they are for the polar ice caps to melt.
For a film that deals with some big
issues it is a disservice to its audience
to frame the story in terms of its
economic perks rather than its human
and ecological consequences.
Originally,
the
film aired on
"Discovery Times," a collaborative
foray into the world of satellite cable
for the New York Times and the
Discovery Channel. In America, these
media outlets are treated as voices of
integrity and with this documentary
project, had the opportunity to apply
their veil of legitimacy to the activists,
environmentalists, and scientists that
have been pushing these issues fqr
decades. To its credit, however, the
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documentary pointed out that the
same petroleum lust driving arctic oil
exploration contributes to the arctic
thaw in the first place. And yet,
"Discovery Times" presents this
confounding feedback loop of ecodestruction as a mere ironic aside.
The gap between public perception
and scientific data is astounding. It
is the responsibility of journalists,
from the science desk or otherwise,
to abandon the mythology
of
objectivity and begin to interrogate
the sources of what is shaping up to
be the biggest threat to life on earth
since the meteor that killed all the
dinosaurs. We need reporters who will
challenge power, not serve it. When
journalists consider the bottom line
before the public interest we are left
with an impoverished dialogue on how
to confront the big issues in these
apocalyptic times.

Fake News in Iraq
not a new practice for the Bush
regime; the Bush administration
has been distributing video and
news stories in the United States
without identifying the federal
government as their source.
The Bush administration has

also come under cnt1c1sm for
paying American journalists to
promote administration policies,
practices that the Government
AccountabilityOffice has labeled
"covertpropaganda."
How does the U.S. military

and Lincoln Group react to the
Americanpublic becomingaware
of their propaganda schemes?
Mostlyby defendingtheirrtctionsat
every opportunity,stating that it is
importantto spreadthe truth while
insurgentsare "lying to the Iraqi

people." Maj. Gen. Rick Lynch,
spokesmanfor U.S. forcesin Iraq,
has said in responseto accusations
of tampering with the media and
lyingto the public:''Wedon't lie.We
don't needto lie. We do empower
our operational connnanderswith

the abilityto informthe Iraqipublic,
but everythingwe do is based on
filct, not based on fictioo."While
Lynch has yet to confirm that the
U.S.troopswerepayingIraqipapers
to print their articles,other officials

Jeff Garrett in Tewksbury on
Wednesday, at 7:00 PM. It is
unclear whether the sessions
are concerned with countering
perceived drug use, or an attempt
to soften the emotional impact of
losing an indeterminate number
of classmates.

''This is not how I like to spend
my time," Cannan said Monday
expounding on the danger of
drugs, and her role as part of the
community."I choose to raise my
son here."

have confirmedit.

Student Dismissals Continued
smaller numbers."
''The number of people I speak
with is irrelevant," Mr. Barnes
said in 1$ office. "My role
is conducting interviews with
people whose names have come
up." No lawsuits have been filed
as of yet, despite threats from

parents. One father of a student
"didn't like how it was handled...
but it was not my call."
While being cooperatwe in
interviews with the Free Press,
the administration has issued
no statements to dispel rumors
of further expulsions, unusually

aggressive questioning, or any
other issues students might be
interested in, because interviews
are still being held. Counseling
issues around the situation will
be addressed in a meeting for
those specifically involved.
The meeting will be lead by

thebardfreepress.vol?.issue5
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The Salary of College Presidents Continued
was the Secretary of the Treasury
under
President
Clinton,
and
Princeton's presi.dent is on the Board
of Directors at Google.
Some fear that lofty compensation
packages and a managerial strategy
based on a corporate approach risks
abandoning the academic roots of
colleges.
"We've created a cadre of hired guns
whose economic interest are totally
divorced from students and faculty,"
said Patrick Callan, president of the
National Center for Public Policy

All

and Higher Education. "It creates a
real problem for leadership, and does
nothing to help higher education."
Botstein sees a similar shift in the past
50 years away from hiring presidents
because of their ideas or theory of
education.
This shows a stronger
boards of trustees and alumni, he
says, which weakens the job of the
President. "These are jobs designed
to keep the status quo. You're paid
to ensure that nothing drastic occurs
with respect to the finances of the
college and balance the budget."
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As colleges rise to meet the
market price of experienced executives
to attract effective college presidents,
the effect on compensation of
professors is unclear. The rise in
salaries may have the effect of raising
professor salaries to bring parity
with those of their superiors. Or, the
professionalization of the position may
create a division between the research
and theory oriented professors, and a
financially minded chief executive.
Either way, the professors do not earn
enough, says Botstein. "It is not right
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NewEntertainment
CommitteeProcess_[
by matt wing
In a last minute flurry of work that
we almost forgot we had to do,
the Central Committee is putting
together elections for next year's
Entertainment Committee. These are
the only elections held at the end of
the Fall Semester, as opposed to in
the spring when all other Student
Government positions are filled. This
is partly because the Entertainment
Committee is not an extension of the
Student Government, but instead a
club which brings bands to campus
throughout the year.
The reason these positions are
not arbitrary is because the
Entertainment Committee has such
a momentous impact on student
life at Bard. Consequentially they
receive the largest portion of the
convocation fund. The work is
arduous but rewarding, and takes
a certain degree of organizational
skill and commitment. There are no
obligatory qualifications; students of
any year may run and any seniors
who are elected serve until they
graduate in May.
Two important changes are being
made to the electoral process. Firstly,
this year, students who run for the
Entertainment Committee will do
so as individuals for five open slots.
In the past, interested students have
organized groups that run as a whole
on a general platform including what
sort of music they plan to provide.
This switch to students running
independently is an effort to give

the voters a more direct and diverse
say in what sort of music is brought
on campus. With a mix of people
on the Committee, the hope is that
there will be a greater variety of
tastes represented. Since all other
elections are done on an individual
basis, this is not such a radical shift
in procedure. The change will also
make it far easier for any student
who is interested to run since they
don't have to rely on a group of
their friends for candidacy.
In
an
additional
franchise
experiment, the voting for this
election will be done via email as
opposed to by written ballot. One
of the biggest problems which
plagues all Bard elections is that
less than a third of the student
body traditionally votes. The hope
is that since everyone is indoors
and swamped with work, this new
system will make voting easier and
more accessible.
Here's how it's going to work.
In the coming week, all those
are interested must submit a
written statement either through
campus mail to Matt Wing or via
email to Centralcom@bard.edu.
These submissions are all due
by Friday, December 9th • The
statements should include what, if
any, experience you bring to the
position, what sort of music you
want to bring, and some general
eloquence that it makes it all
worth

~

Entertainment Committee Counterpoint
by matt garkJavs
Lately,therehas been a growinginclination
to P!91IDteplwali~ on campus. I believe
that this ~ a natural quality m a social'
environmentthat will manifest itself and
willnotDCffllS8ri.lybe as&Jredby combating
conformity.That said, I will now focus on
a more specificis.5uethat is relevantto this
generalobservation:the new Entertainment
Committeeelections.
These refonned electionsare wiwarranted
and, frankly, a slap in the race
to the
individuals who selflessly served the
communitylast year by working on thecommittee. Bard used to use a system
of electing Entertainment Committee
members who ran as groups. This
system has been successful. The last
time elections were actually held was
two years ago. The current Entertainment
Committeemembers ran last year against
no contenders and thus reassumed the
positions they were already holding (with
a few extra members like myself). In
acknowledging this, I realize that more
than half of the student body has never
had the opportunity to participate in the
fonner system of elections. The fact that
they have beendeprived
of this is simply
unfair.
As a current member of the Entertainment
Committee, I've come to understand
how demanding and stressful it can be
to organize events on campus. One of
the constant sources of aggravation is
the shortage of venues on campus to hold
such events. Ever since the Old Gym
closed two years ago, our responsibilities
have increasedtremendously.Nevertheless,
the cahber of entertainmentthat we bringto
Bard has not been depleted in the face
such limitations. Whether or not we've
catered to everyone's tastes, the current
Entertainment Committee has done
a damn good jQb of bringing up-andcoming artists (most of whom would
now be unaffordable for us to host) to
the campus on a shoestring budget (in
comparisonto most colleges).

Free Press Clip n' Save Recif)!:J#5 -

However, in acknowledging our
~lishments..,
I willnot condone the
problems a occm=m!'
One of the main issues that we faced
was that people were too often working
independently. This tended to cause
miscommunication and confusion
within the committee, consequently
leading to some rescheduling and even
cancellations.
In my opinion, the creation of a new
system could potentially lead to more
of these same problems. I am all for
diversifying the social scene on campus,
but this is a really imposing manner of
doing so. Electing individuals who
are unfamiliar with one another could
potentially lead to more independent
work among the committee and
consequently more miscommunication
and less cooperation (within the
committee itself and moreover within
the student body). Aside from the
numerous other logistical conflicts
that this process will entail (e-mail
voting?!), I believe that holding these
elections may also result in some
drastic effects on the infrastructure of
our social network by creating greater
divisions among different groups of
people on campus (or at least exposing
the ones that already exist). Everyone
wants to be represented equally in
the coming elections. However, this
mentality combined with the standard
of the new system will only perpetuate
the level of social estrangement that
exists in our precious little community.
Having these new elections only seems
appropriate with all the alterations that
have occurred at Bard over the past
semester. In some cases, I understand
that change is for the better. However,
I don't understand \vhy we should
deprive ourselves of a system that
has consistently complimented the
community in the past by fulfilling its
responsibilities.

In the Kitchen
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With Jon Myers
1
.
. .
His Secret Ch1h...Revealed! I

I Following much deliberation, I have decided to part with my I
I cherished, and heretofore secret, chili recipe. Going open-source I
was not an easy decision. I have come to terms with idea of others'
I attempting to recreate, and perhaps even modifying, the dish I keep
closest to my heart. As the days get shorter, and the nights colder, it
I is my sincere hope that this recipe will help at least a few members
I of the community to ease their collective transition into the winter
months.

I
Ingredients:
I 2 large white or yellow onions, Vidalia preferable, diced
I 5 cloves garlic, minced
4 carrots, shredded
I 2 green peppers, julienned
2 poblano peppers, likewise julienned (if available)
14 jalapeiio peppers, pith removed, diced (reserve seeds for added
heat if desired later)
I 14_5oz peeled and diced tomatoes w~uice
112 oz tomato paste
2 cans kidney beans, drained
I 2 cans black beans, drained
1 can pinto beans, drained
I 1 lb (.454 kg) protein-rich, salty product (Gimme Lean brand "ground
I beef" is perhaps my favorite, though any textured vegetable or soybased protein product should be fine)
11 package Soyrizo or similar brand soy-based chorizo alternative
12 oz dark beer (Brooklyn Brown Ale has become my favorite for
I this purpose)
I 1 cup strong black coffee
14 oz good quality vegetable broth or stock (I use Better'n Bullion)
I .25 cup brown sugar
3.5 tbs chili powder
13 tbs cumin
I 2 tsp coriander

I
I
I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

1 tb~ unsweetened cocoa

I 2 tsp oregano

1 tsp cayenne pepper
I 3 tbs olive oil
I salt, as always, to taste
Saute onions and garlic in olive oil until onions become translucent,
then add protein and Soyrizo, continuing to cook until protein
becomes satisfactorily browned.
Add 0.5 of the total bean content, and the rest of the ingredients,
now, reserving the remaining beans for the last 0.5 hour of
cooking.
The chili will most likely smell and taste strongly of the beer and
coffee at this point. Do not be alarmed. The alcohol will cook off,
and the flavors will all mellow.
Cover, and bring the chili to a boil, taking care not to burn the
bottom, as this will ruin som~_ofthe more subtle flavors. Also, keep
in mind that ~mething this thick will not 'boil' in the same way as
water, but the liquid in the center of the pot should be bubbling a
fair bit. Keep up this level of cooking for a half-hour or so, stirring
frequently to avoid ournage.
Reduce heat to about 50%, enough so that the chili will bubble a
little in the center when left untouched for a bit, but not burn in the
same time period. Cook at this level for as long as you can wait,
at least 2 hour~ but ideally more.
If the chili must be feft unattended, reduce heat to low. At this
setting, you should be able to le~"V.e--the
chili for several hours.
Basically, the long_erit cooks, the more mellow the flavors will
become, and the more homogenous the texture.
Cook to a mutuaJlysatisfying point; both you and the chili will know
when it is done. Serve painfully hot, with shredded cheddar, sour
L cream, and fresh cilantro if desired, though I pr8fer it plain.
_ .J
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. -The Accidental Masterpiece: The Art of life and Vice Versa
by alice gregory
It's a common factthatThe New York
Tunes is written at an eighth grade
readingleve~ demotinginfonnation
in a very national and very public
sphere.Michael Kimmehnan,an art
critic for The Tmies,exemplifiesthis
problem. His newbookof art theory,
The Accidental Masteipiece, is a
collection of jum such patronizing
points.
Perhaps my disappointment is only
disillusionment The Accidental
Masteipiece had all the shallow
credentialsthat I look for in a book:a
whimsicalcover,-a reputable author,
some urbanesubstance,an expensive
binding. A book with a paradox
alreadyin the title? Yes please! Art'?
Life? What could be better?
Alot.
The book had sat on my shelf since
L&T. Homework took precedence
and it wam't mrtil my seven hour
wait at JFK that I cracked open
Pandora's box. My anticipation was
brutallyslappedin the face.
The narrative thread is weak.
Kimmelman jumps frorp period
to period, style to style, movement
to movement with little synthesis
amongm
the segments. He makes

a book by Michael Kimme/man

valiant attempts. But I'm wary
of tempering my criticism with
obligatory praise. This is no tepid
review. He treats each chapter as
a microcosm, the relationship
between one artist and his muse as
paradigmatic of all art. But that's
a slippery slope into generality •
life, humanity... words that mean
nothing. A vortex of ambiguity.
I judge the merit of a book
based upon the quantity of my
annotations, the number of lines
that I transfer into my notebook.
After looking back on this
one, I realize that what I have
bracketed off are quotes from the
artists themselves. A lot of what
Kimmelman himself says is token,
but necessary: that tastes have
changed over the centuries, the
retroactive assessment of value ...
We know all of this, but he still
feels the need to write it The ratio
of what we already know to things
that we have never conceived of is
disproportionate.
What
wisdom
Kimmelman
does dispense of is somehow
incongruous with the value of the
book as a whole. He makes some

valuable points, ''We're wary of
an art of such paradisiacal beauty,
whose complexity, and peculiar
sadness
aren't'
immediately
apparent." True. The assertion
seems
hypocritical,
though,
considering that his book is
just this. Is the whole thing a
pandering to the masses - the
masses that read at a middleschool level? An abandonment of
nuance? Kimmelman giving into
simplicity? The statement is astute,
but immediately discredited with
unbelievable lines, " ...even just
appreciating art can make living
a daily masterpiece." Did he really
just say that? Did I really just
survive reading it?
After
discussing
Bonard,
Duchamp, Warhol, all the biggies,
we are left with what I take as his
interpretation of "everything."
But
somehow "everything'' is read as
"nothing." That's what we're left
with. The all-encompassing joy
of art, unqualified appreciation of
life, total awe of beauty, amounts
to something so ambiguous
that it forced me into caustic
cynicism.
Kimmelman
is

preaching
to
the
choir.
Anybody who
is
reading
the
book
knows
that
art is a good
thing. There's
absolutely
no argument
needed. Maybe
I'm just too
sarcastic, but
I would rather
he
embrace
his job title as
an art critic.
Kimmelman:
stop noting the
graduated tones
of a winter
sky. Go back
to
sardonic
critiques.
Make fun of
elephant dung
used as paint
Insult livestock
encased
in
formaldehyde,
please.
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What I've Learned in Community College
by steve kristian
On the adviceof a coostituent
of the
Office of the Dean, who ~
that the levelof acacbnia intrinsicto
cmnruni1y college is ~
to that which is celebratedat Bard
College,I registaoo fur two comses
thissemesterat my localimtitution.
A1as,my beingtheeternalskeptic,I
oouldn't h!lp butdoubtthe COUll'lel
I rex:eivedfrom someonewhaie
q,inion and~
I had
noreasonto questioo.
Comrmmitycollegesare the nn;t
3AJf3]ing
cooicefora goodpOl1ioo

and pivate boording~ More
often than rrt, 1hesestudentsare left
withlittleplaceel<ie
to go, whe1heritbe
dueto an inabilityto tran.gerto another
schJol.in lightof treir dismissal,treir
loo. of a scholarshipor means to

no moneyyou would get no health
care." NaturallyI was dumbfolDlded.
Sheproceededto declare that we,the
good ol' U.S. of A., maintained an
"excellent public school system."
I love my EnvironmentalBiology

whenI discoveredthat a requirement
of the CriminalJustice course is the
private viewing of an episodeof the
show (of our choosing) paired with
a paper qua.g-analyzingit within a
weak frameworkof textual content

"

papel'

~

these experiences and serves as
a bridge from one bank to the
other,over the rushing waters of
economicdespair.
I in no way mean to assert that
this attitude towards education
is isolated and limited to
community schools; it happens

of the ~ ~
due mainly to treir acces.5ibility
and affocdability.
For the offi;ping
of many worlcing-classfamilies
theyare the obviousa1temativeto
moree,qxmivepivateand IXJblic
ill5titutioosof higher learning.
ProcJpectivescan feasibly earn

degrees that are concurrentwith
treir iooividual!dxmdes, which
oflfn involvefulltime~
and rea life respoogbilities
F.coocmically, 1hese learning
eslablishments are unrivaled,
save for scholarship, or gross
allocatioosof financialaid within
the pivate and IXJblic
university
sphere.Withoutnn.x:htrouble,one
can satimycreditrequirementsin
ooryuoctioo
withhaoolingwbarever
oflire's littlequilbarethrown
hisor
herway.

There is, though, anotherac;pect
of cmnruni1y college that I have meet tuitionfees, or, in many cases,
discovmxlin my adventures.I am a parent or caretaker's refusal to
anrendy enrolled in an Extensicn shell out money for another school
CaJter of WestchesterComrmmity Wltil their "little bundles of joy''
College (~ of four in the county), show some sign of improvementin
a program that ofbs college credit responseto theirprior mishaps.
night comses at IXJblic
high schools With that in mind, I have enrolled
1broogtxu the county.Th! JEill8IYin Introductionto Criminal Justice
goal of 1hesecomsesis to affool an and EnvironmentalBiology. Putting
educational
qJpOl1Unity
to thosewoo, whatlittle faith I had of the potential
fur variousreasom,mayhave had to of communitycollege in these two
pit a ldd entreireducation.
courses,my worst expectationswere
Besidesstudentsin m late20's, 30's fur exceeded.In my Environmental
and 40's cootinuingon treir joum:y Biology class my teacher taughJme
towards
a degree, I stumbledupoo thatthe UnitedStatesof Americawas
anaber b'eedSf2Viced
by thispogram. the only COlDltl')'that provided free
Th! ExtensionCemm save as a sort medicalcare for its citiz.ens.Sheeven
of ~ gmm fur ~ went so fur as to say that ''[if you]
~ fun moree,cpemve
public wro: in a place like Fmope and had

thebardfreepress.vol7.issues

and equally ~ is students'
reception of that bullshit Nodling
is challenged, everything is taken
as truth, and rules of an educational
system are created with each
lNIIDDing his or her respective
role-focused entirely on the
achievement of ~tion,
validation, and eventually a

•

class.
When I was in ~ grade,I was one of
the luckystudentsin my school to be
selectedto appear in the background
of an episode of Law and Order
when the show's producersfilmed a
portiontheirshowin ourgynmasiwn.
I was paid $36.97to play basketball
whilethey filmed''Working Moms."
The storylineinvolved two women
who were soccer moms by day
and prostitutesby night And they
were arrested in my school's gym!
That moment marked my first, and
essentially last, contact with Law
and Orr/er save for a few random
episodes of S.V.U.because la-r T is
a special human being. You can of

As if this gemon the syllabuswere
not enough,the professormanagedto
referencethe show duringthe course
of the class no less than nine times.
The most eye-opening aspectof this
delirium-causingexperience is the
culture shock that I had been thrust
into. I live two blocks from the high
school where I presentlyattendthese
classes(a schoolwherea teacher.was
assaultedby one of her studentswith
a hammerjum a few years ago). I
had played basketball there in my
fonnative years,and passedit nearly
six times a week. All the while I
assumed courses of this sort were

in~ion.
Professors talkingbullshitis not the
courseunderstandmy bewildennent worst of it What's more shocking,

across all levels of schooling,
in its own special way. Bard
College is supposedlya different
strain of the educational virus,
one that values the individual's
growth through attempts at
providing them with the space
and assistance they need in
order to tlnive; which in some
ways cannotbe disputed.Bard's
strongestarea, despite its shorter
staturein terms of resourcesand
sheer size in the fuce of other
institutions,is its abundanceof
opportunity.There are various
international programs that
allow students to slUdy in
other countries, an accelerated
availability of a more persooal
relationship with professors, the
acce&gbility of tutorials, not to
mention programs like the Bard
Prison Initiative and various
other TI.S-sponsored, serviceoriented concerns. Bard is a land
of opportunity,
andif students SOW
their seeds and cultivatethem, with
whattools Bard ~ theycan
reap an unparalleled harvestof their
labors, pertinent to their $1Jiration
and most importantly,theirselves.
Don't tolerate the spoonfuls of
bullshit that ~ sweet by defiwlt
Validly challenge the ~
inherent
in institutionaliz.ation,
and
work from within; the potential is
ever present It's your Bard, let's
keep it clean.
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characters foa.rurcd in i111endci
games. This aibtnn is heavy, and their revitalized thrashy sound,
the keyboardsare used well, but it my hopes were soaring for the
is furfromthe masterpiecethatsome release of their next album.
reviewersmake it out to be. Don't First, some context. For the
be fooled;this is not the band that unfamiliar, the album received
will save rock, punk, metal, your its title [Potemkin City Limits]
scene, or anythingfor that matter, from Grigori Alexandrovich
but it is certainlyone of the more Potemkin, who in the late 1700s
uniquebands to grace any of those orchestrated the building of
~ matter how briefly--m elaborate fake villages to impress
a longtime.
Catherine the Great as she toured
If
you can get over the campy,old- the Ukraine and Crimea. The
HORSE the Band
school-is-cool-agains~
and point was to put up a facade to
The Mechanical Hand
generalimmaturityof thisband,The hide the undesirable facts of the
Mechanical Hand is a really good dilapidated state.
TheOxfordF.nglishDictonarydefines
albwn.
It is much more consistent Skip ahead two centttries to the
sophomoricas being.... .pretentiom.
than
R
Borlax,both in production first track. At first listen, the
born~,
inflated m $1yle
and
general
listenability. If you overproduced, echoing vocals
or manner; immature, crude,
liked
their
first
release,you should made me worry that my favorite
and superlicial." That said,
definitely
get
this. If you like punk band had morphed into
HORSE
the Band's
new
"extreme
hard
rock''
and you are cheesy wannabe metalcore. But
album is
sophomoric by
sick
of
your
collection,
you should after giving it a few more spins,
definition,but only in the sense
probably
give
this
a
shot
Also the situation isn't honestly as
that everything HORSE the
recommended
for
fans
of
any
game
bad as all that. Propagandhi
Band has ever done or ever
will do is sophomoric. (It system< 16 bits. To clarifyhow I has retained their newer, harder
should
be
noted
here feel about this albmn,I would have sound and cutting, painfully
brilliant lyrics. And they're still
that they do
'sophomore' to say I agree
better than anyone else, as with the Town Supervisor of relentlessly talking trash about
demonstrated by their first Living&on, NY, Phil Wtlliams, the disaster that is the Bush
release, R Borlax; however, whose official statement was, "I administration.
In "Name and Address Withheld,"
-Owen Con/ow
this is a review of their second love iL"
C'fni!,
album,The MechanicalHand, which
"And now I'm supposed to
is comiderablybetter.)
mourn dead Americans? The
This
albwn,
released
in
executioner's willing citizens?
September of 2005, marlcs
I'm so sorry, and I'm trying to
a move to Combat Recoros
think it through, but when the
(from Pluto Recoros) and
chickens came home to roost and
will see HORSE the Band
hand-delivered matching funeral
embarking on a tour with The
urns to the bully that never learns
DillingerEscapePlan and Between
I could've sworn I heard a chorus
the Buried and Me. With this
rise and fall wishing them so
release,theyseemto have caived out
many more unhappy returns. But
a place for themselvesoutside of the
ovet"-gemified
"--00re" scene,often Propagandhi
in every war waged, only kings
emerged unscathed."
earninga reference
to "somekindof Potemkin City Limits
Add to that the significant
e.qx-:i imentalmetal"in reviews.
You will find other reviewt'2"SFour years ago, independent of reduction of Chris' vocal
touting HORSE the Band for their one another, both of my brothers range, and the conclusion is
Propagandhi
original integration of keyboards and I named Propagandhi as the unquestionable:
with "han:I rock'',"extreme" hard best all-around punk band still is tired. The anti-fascist, antirock, and "metal". That's a bunch playing. This band has been sexist, animal-friendly, gayof bullshit; their keyboardist is putting out solid, extremely positive sermons they've been
arguablybetterthanthe guitaristwho intelligent political punk since spouting for the past fifteen years
arguablyisn't very good. What is the early nineties. The loss of are still wholly relevant - and
originalabout HORSE the Band emo vocalist/guitarist John K. therein lies the problem. As the
is their material. Often referred to Samson to the Weakerthans first and most outspoken critics
as ''Nintendo<:ore",they use clips vastly broadened Propagandhi 's of George Bush in 2000 and
and samplesfrom Nintendo games horirons, enabling them to release with their constant criticism of
and write most of their songsabout positively brutal Todays Empires, the US political system over the

element

past decade and a half, I don't
think anyone can fault them ftr

g1rr11n1
- to

music about zombiesor perfunned
lookingaroondand thinking,"What by peopledressedas zombies,I think
thefide Im diaoged?"'
Frigjltminglyit would be irrespoosibleto expect
liUle,andI doo'tblame
theseCanadian any less from fans of cuh horror
wood citmrn ftr becomingjooedby classics.
Zombie
Apocalypse
theAmerican~ Wheretheir
lastnx:ordwasspittingwithangerand features key ex-membersof Shai
Poughkeepsie's own
dmanding justice,thisen: fullsto its Hulud,
kneesweepingandspittingalltheway misanthrq,i.c me1alcore too:hbearers.In thisproject,theyptrlonn
down.
significantly more bru1al music
this to that is supplementedby dual/gang
WhileI wouldn'treoommem
a first-timemimer, ~ ~ far vocalsfromstartto finish,andrarelymmgiving~. ln"LikatDiscxmect,'' relentingthrashguitars.FansofSbai
ljulud will a21ainlymjoy this, but
Onisyclk
"If it all makes seme, you're the it caters to a broaderbase,as well
furthestfuckinggone. They've got as less attentivelisteners,with an
oodgesthattheycoverwiththeirhands average song length l~ than 2
while they're bashingyour fucking minute.5.The soundis as pasmonate
head They've got graveyardsthat and intenseas anything Shai Hulud
they'llfill with thathead if you start ever made with a lighter theme and
gettinganywhere.I woo't p?.tendthat a stripped-down-while-remainingwe're on thewinningemBut when tecbnical approach.
Send More Paramedics
did thatmatterbefixeanyway?(That
takes
their
name from a lesser
nevermatteredbefixeatrJWIIY.}"
known
Night
of the Uving
Thissentiment,
at Jeag,will resonatein
Dead
sequel,
Return
of the
theheal1sof many. And humanity,
Living
Dead,
and
continue
with
however much of it that still
zombie
references
as
far
as
one
exists, deeply salutes them.
-CJ..rr,71Spies

of the standout tracks, "Zombie
vs. Shark." Hailing from the

United. ¥hwu•

repiesent

zombies from across the pond on
Tales Told By Dead Men. Their
musical stylings (and the genre
I attempt to fit them into) won't
sound much different than Zombie
Apocalypse, but they present a
much stronger punk influence
wt'th some thrash hardcore. The
vocals can be abrasive at times,
but are fitting to both the themeand
Tales Told By Dead Men accompaniment
- Zombie Apocalypse/Send
These
two
bands
MoreParamedics
compliment each other very well
Hellbent Records/In at the and while they may sound the same
on paper, I assureyou they are not
Deep End Record
I can honestly say that this split is a
I'll try to avoid as many zombie great listen from beginningto end;
puns as possible in this review of it does not sufferfromthe affliction
the Zombie Apocalypse/Send
More of so many splits where one band
Paramedicssplit, TalesToldByDead is amazing and the other is boring
Men. With zombie horror~ or unbearable. On the contrary,
backinto mainstreamculture(see28 this releasegivesthe listener24 and
good
Days Later; Cabin Fever;Hause of a half minutesof frigh~
music.
George
Romero
would
no
1000 Corpses, Dawn of the Dead.
doubt
rise
from
the
grave
in
support
etc.), where would counter culture
be withoutan equallyinappropriate of TalesToldByDeadMen.•
• sony
-Owen Con/ow
response?
Althoughthereis a certain
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A Family Affair: Akron/Family In Smog
by charley tanning
No band with even the slightest
inclination towards "psychedelic"
can escape the attention listeners
will surely pay to the interaction
between the song and the jam,
or the tune and the noise. On
record, Akron/Family carefully
balance each pair of opposing
forces, leaving no mystery as to
their particular agenda as "freakfolk" trendsetters with no desµ-e
to tip the balance, and risk the
possibility oflosing indie music's
most gratifying and arousing
genre label. Oh yeah, and they
really just sound like alt-cmmtry.
Or, like, trip-country, man. Yet,
while in the studio the quartet
keeps in mind how to fit snugly
and unoffensively onto the kids'
iPods, Akron/Family burned
SMOG down like they forgot
for a second how tasteful and
intelligent they were. Or perhaps
they remembered how much fun
they have getting blasted and
playing mean fuzzboxed solos
over CSNY records and the jam
on "Franklin's Tower."
That's right, the Family
jammed like nobody's business,
and somehow narrowly escaped
both the soggy noodle-head jambanding and fake-folk pitfalls.
The Animal Collective-esque
interludes were
convmcmg
enough, and fed beautifully
off the energy following and
preceding the psyched-out guitarrock journeys. Tight, yet damn
wild, Akron/Family went ape-shit
without loosing grip on the hardwon Bard skeptics.
The Family's wildness
found its cohe§ion in drummer
Dana Jansen's stripped-down,
hyper-propulsive beats, which
were as effective as any German
machine could produce. Jansen

was, for much of the show, all
that stood between Akron/Family
and completely slack moments.
Their lead guitarist and master
wizard also cannot be ignored
either. Neither could his acid
leads and general mega-riffage.
Akron/Family were crafting a
storm Saturday the 3n1 that no
one expected, de-emphasizing
their sensitive faux-cmmtry boy
ballads and gradually bringing
the sky down through each
outrageous jam and leaf-andberries interlude until finally
pausing about twenty minutes
before the end of their set. At
that point, Mr. Poederooyen
informed me, "The shit's about to
hit the fan." And this is coming
right after the permafried second
guitarist joined Poederooyen
for an amazing rhythm jam that
had me madly pounding on a
file cabinet in a fit of resurrected
memories of Africa.
From the assorted toy
pianos, shakers, kazoos, and
pretend birds, it would have been
hard to imagine Akron/Family's
finale cover of The Grateful
Dead's "I Know You Rider." Oh,
did the shit hit the fan.It sprayed.
The kids swam and danced arid
made love in it. Who knows
what these guys really imagine
themselves sounding like, as other
live recordings, their album, and
the word on the street all indicate
the Family's behavior at Bard
was unique to time and place. In
that case, it's nice to see a band
loose itself in the disarming and
seductive SMOG, and plain
ecstatic to ha, them I awl
chant the lyrics to "Nuclear War''
in a call-and-response with the
few remaining listeners following
the face-melting show.
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Yes, No. Mae Shi So

mqe shi rocks bard, is interviewed by karen soskin

On Saturday,Novembec 5, I was ~ the lightson for anotherten minutes,much to the
fuck out The PA of Smog was not ooly out shockofthe~administratioo,
of ~ it had vanished;the amps of a momentunparalleledsincethe lightswent up
the audio co-op were broken; the PAC was on the l..Jnicormduring the Old Gym's final
presumablyengrossedin preliminarytechforthe spring.
NatalieMerchant/DrJolmbenefit;andthe heroic
NV crew was stretchedthin over two tech- Sevaal scrambledhoursand eggs 1atrr,~
heavy shows in Bani Hall and the MPR \Dltil Ton Byronjoined me to share the secretsof
longpa&midnight.The mild-mannered
boysof TeamMae Shi.
The Mae Shi anived in Annandale-On-Hudson
aftera lukewarmshow at Colgatewithouta red FP: Tenvrbirrlis one of my favoritealbums.
room,a circusgarage,orevma mangerin which It progre&<;eSfrom beginningto end in such a
to unleashtheircyclooeof feverishshrieksand structured,methodicalway. How was planning
Heortbeepsdifferent-thatis,do youtraditionally
sp19icbeats.
try to have a standardblueprintforyourLPs?
What to do? Half of my tnsy hospitalitycrew
was stationedupslairsin the CampJs Center TIM: Wdh Tenvrbirrl,we wantedto make a
playingSnood,readyto crankout updatedftym record1hatkind of worked from the beginning
on fluorescentpaperat a moment'snotice. The to the end, and we had a bunchof conceptsfor
other half was showingthe band around the records.Oneof theconceptswasto make a rock
cemetery.As the bookea;I was at the folkshow recordthe way hip-hoprecordsare done.where
in Bani Hall tryingto explain1hatit would not you've got differentpeople producingevery
be posgbleforthevisitingnoise-rockers
to doan song,you'vegot differentsoondson everysoog,
like the Kanye West record Anotherconcept
acousticset.

The quintetfrom Los Angelesfinallystonned
the stageof the MPR at l :30 AM, spewingout
upwani5of fifteen~ from their two 5RC
lODgi)layers.What resultedwas surelyone of
the most epic perioonanceson their ''Vtctory
Lap & Long-Format Love Letter Tour''; Jeff
impaled several members of the audience,
thanks to his wire~ eloctric guitar setup;
Ton pied out tubby ~ notes and whooped
in complicatedrhytlum; Em shouted ~
~ from neuroscience
textbooksand Plato's
Republic. As a special suqxise, the band
~ with new drummer,Cuey Fogel (The
On, Gel Flesh,Momtro),who seemedto pump
pureenergythroughthe veinsof his bandmates.
Brad strippedoff his clothes at his keyboard,a
Heortbeepscut was slowed and extendedto
includea chorusaboutBard,and in reactionto
the two o'clock anival of securityto slrutdown
the MPR, thebandran theirinslrumentsintothe
audience,handed grinningyoulm dnumticks,
and everyonejammed even harder with the

was like,if there's a great riff in the song, use
it five times in five differentsongs. Those are
conceptswe were worlcingthroughand by the
timewe finishedit, it wasforty-ooemin~ long
and it was a full-lengthrecord,so 1hatwas what
we endedup with.
FP: What are some of yoor collective

influcnres?
TIM: We were talkingabout this today- there
are verJ few bands that all five of us agree
upon. I really like spazzyrock-n-roll,like Ex.Modelsand Racebannonand The Ex, and Em
likes computermusic and sort of experimental
music. Jeff likesa lotof70's pop, he reallyloves
Squeezeand XTCandThe Jam,and Bradreally
lovespop musiclike BritneySpearsand knows
everythingabouteverypopproducer.He could
pick out a Rich Harrisoo-produc track or a
ScottStorcb-poducedtrack. Buttheoolybands
we all agreeon are Queen.DavidBowie,Nine

Inch Nails - it's a
really weini list - I
~ we all likeThe
Ex. But there are
Vfrf few1hatwe can
all sort of agree1hat
tolally rule. We all
loveAndrewWK...
FP: What's up with
yournewrecord?

TIM:
We're
gonna go home
and start writing
and recording and
somethingis gonna
comeout on 5RC in
June.We alsohave a
DVD ooming. Our
frieoo, Davyde (~),
came out with us
and filmed sixty hoursof footageof us on the
verJfirstUS tourwe did, andwe got a lot of our
mendsfiomCalArtsto do videos,so it's got like
30 videosaodanhourof reallyweini
tourfootage1hat'skindof likea little
featurette. It's toea1lyj~
with stuff- I like stuff. I reallylike
puttingoutrecordsandhavingthem
on my shelf I like making~
and one of the ~ 1hat I think
sort of ties the band togethera little
bit is we treatit like a little~
we make our own shirtsand we try
to stay organi7.ed,
we have like a
band account We try to use it as a
self-improvementvehicle. We're
probably never going to get rich,
or evenpay the rentmakingmusic
becauseit's just too hard,but if we
can learn somelhingand if 1hatis
fim and hawY
and rewardingthen
1hatwould be totallygreat I mean,
a lotof us haveworlceddayjobsand

verJfirstwest coa.5ttour. We wantedto play in
Olympiabecauseit'sthisbigimpcxtantindie
rock
town,like1hat'swhereUnwound is from,that's
where Slearer-Kinney
is from and everything.
We were jmt an \Dlknownband 1hat didn't
have anythingrecoroedand for some reason
he put a littlebit of effortinto helping us set up
a show. He said,"Justkeepin tooch,and if you
recordanything,send it me." A littlebit of time
pas<Jed,
and by AJri}8, I was on the OOIDpJler
and noticedSlim was on lnslantMessenger,and
I was like, ''Hey, have you had the chanceto
listento our record?" He was like,"No, but it's
rightin frontofme, I'll listento it,"andhe's like,
''Wow, thisis good,well,I'll put thisout" It all
happenedover InstantMessenger.
FP: Justlike1hat?

TIM:Yeah,he was like,"Whendo you want this
to come rad
., and
.,...," and I'm likie,":June,I o--.
he was like, "Okay," and it was done. We sent
him a CD with finishedart and .........
_,.,.....i,;,..,.
.,.....'6 and
were like,"IsitOK thisway?Is ittooloog,isittoo
slot?" He saKl,''It's fire,whabMryou wantit to

havebem..a, ~=-~,hm-1
-}U~~~-·s~~fiooeliirwfi~mS-~'fJ-~:""· -----~
~ so we're sortof tryingto 'lJOW
up. So a big part of that is tryingto
get somethingout of the band, like FP:Likeywrmixlape~?
learninghowto runa l>IBines&
TIM:Tolally,we've din a rew
mixlape~
WlX21
<UVfrf
first
EP
canr
w,
if
you cam: to a
FP: What are someof yourdayjobs?
shJw,you'dgetacq,yoinifyoug;weusamixlape
TIM: I work at a comedy theatre and I do er a mix CD, so we md unething to lislento on
~lance graphicdesign,Jeff worlcsat a film nu; but we cooldn'tkeep givingrut free 5RC
schooi Em writes music software, Brad is recmlsbecausethatoo;ts 1DffY-SoweDBr this
an assislantfor a music producer,and Cuey's mixCD and it md alloor favoriteIlD'n2lls of all
oorfuvcri1e
soogs,SO it md like1,500soog;Cll it
lookingfora dayjob.
- ooip;t ire best11irre
seam of every~ so it
Wa5 like70 mim.m; loog,it changalreallyfast So
FP:Who'syourfavoritefemalevocalist?If~
we g;wethatto ~ amthenwe were like,
hop,giveme a non-~hop one,too.
"Can we sem
this1oradiostalimi300use this1o
Jr(XDJle
<Uhm!'
SlimWa5 like,"Sm;" 300re
TIM:Right now I love M1A and I love~.
~Im
CD
tuner
going
amtheyowe200oopies
and I love Nellie McKay - she's a singerand
sent
it
out
[5rc
leis
you
make]wbale\u'music
songwriterfromOlympia.
you want,)W canpickageit~
you want,
you
can
even
kind
of
promote
it
however
you
FP: Do you guysfeel a lot of loyaltyto 5rc?
want,and they do a reallygoodjob, so I don't
TIM: It's a greatlabel.We met Slim who runs thinkthere'sanyplacethatwouldworkbetterfor
5RC and KillRock Starswhenwe went on our us, it'sjmt the perfuctlabel

The Clientele at the Knitting Factory, November 23rd
by camilla aiken
It is lDlfortunatethat so few bands
today play greatmusic. It shouldn't
matter how exciting a band's live
shows are or how cool they dress or
what their life stories are like. The
Clientele is just that kind of band.
Not that they aren't lovely human
beings- they were terrifically
polite and friendly- or that they
are boring live, because they most
certainly are not. It is just that
their songs are so staggeringly
good, so unimaginably beautiful,
that nothing else matters much
beyond that. ,
The Clientele-Alasdair MacLean,
Mark Keen, and James Homseywere at the end of an eight-week
U.S. tour when they came to the

•
Knitting Factory in downtown
NY the day before Thanksgiving.
They came out onstage in all of
their subtle glory and • simply
launched into "Since K Got Over
Me," the first song off their latest
release, Strange Geometry. They
sounded impeccable, and the
crowd just stared in awe. The
whole night was full of lovely
lilting lyrics and shimmering
guitars. All of the best tracks from
Strange Geometry were played,
with the slow burning build up
of "Impossible" as a particdlar
highlight. Alasdair became a fullfledged "guitar god" on that one,
as he took everyone's breath away
with an incredible solo. I would

even venture to say they "rocked
out" on "Porcelain," from 2003's
The Violet Hour.
Other gems of the night included
The Ladybug Transistor's Gary
Olsen making a guest appearance
to play trumpet on the last
two songs of the set. Besides
the classic "Saturday," The
Clientele's first single and one
of the most gorgeous songs ever
written, the biggest surprise of
the night was "Policeman Getting
Lost." It is a stunner of a song,
fitting so much haunting melody
and winsome lyrics in its two and
a half minutes. They ended the set
and bowed offstage. But then they
returned, as every band known to

man does, and with absolutely
no fanfare began an amazing
encore. First up was "Losing
Haringey," a tune from Strange
Geometry, in which anaudience
member came up onstage to
recite the spoken word lyrics as
Alasdair stood next to him. eyes
closed, playing intensely. Then
there was an old favorite from
their first LP, Suburban Light. lt
was lovely to hear "What Goes
Up," and made me long for more
old material, but I really could
not have been more content.
Especially when they played the
last song of the night, a cover
of twee legends The Television
Personalities' "Picture of Dorian

Gray." The song is a silly and
sweet tune that one might want
to giggle at, with lyrics like, "We
could drink lemon tea and eat
cucumber sandwiches," but with
The Clientele performing it, it
just sounded like everything else
they do: completely and utterly
sublime. In their understated way,
they said goodbye and were off to
sell merchandise and mingle with
the crowd before flying home
to London to what they called
"uncertain futures."
One thing is certain, though. The
Clientele is the best band you can
hear at this moment in time, and
that's all you need to do. Just hear
them.
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Soooo

Hot

Right

No~!

Art History- Everybod. doing it Failed out of phofo, Not readyto lurch imn the Studio Arts metal-shop abyss?Art
History-it-up! Bonus: Class offerings for the spring are like 5000 ~t
Hot!
Library Second Floor - Stilt flirting central, and hotter than usuak Computer lab almost co~
packing it in.
especially since Clinton-era iMacs were replaced with competent machlner:y.Also, large, white minimalist painting at
the end of the Harvey Fite L11tb11 room is totally underapprec.iated.Its clean, black lines, frami91a pristine yet textured
central white plane, lull us into a pleasurably vapid academic trance. Is it warm in here?
•
Pride and Prejudice - Hot and Haughtiness! Never has curtsying exuded this much sexual tension. Doesn't hurt that

stars Keira Knightley and Matthew MacFadyen sexy-pout like champs. Hottest~e-night

with Grandma everl

1995- Lighting Crashes into Gangsta's Paradise! 1995 was ten years ago this year! Speaking of Jane Austen, remember
when Ang Lee mesmerized movie critics with Austen's other two alliterated nouns (Sense and Sensibility!)? How
about when "gritty" and "exuberant" rock-popera Rent was the talk of the town? Meanwhile deadlocked Democrats
and Republicans immobilized the government while genocide raged in Africa! 80's who? The mid-nineties are my
Wonderwall!
Global Warming - Oooh, Tssss, your climate just got burned! With global warming making headlines, inspiring a
TBS comedy special, and sponsoring free veggie dinners in Manor Cafe, nothing's wanner (hotter!) than the globe this
Holiday Season!

compiled by jon dame
and leah finnegan

Not so Rot!

Lit Dept. -As if 1000-page books about tlUKle-upstuff weren't boring enough. the class offering in Lit this spring are
dredging the bottom of the fancy-writing-barrel. Also, moderating into this mama's a bitch. Ice-cold.
Floor - Why climb this many stairs? With hardly any study space, the only thing this floor has to offer is books.
Library 411>
Ugh.
Mystery Band-This concert event was supposed to combine the best of 'Maldnr the Band' with Secret Santa. Mystery
abounds, but we're fairly sure they won't come out in time for Chanukah. Premature break-ups and lack of organization
mean these bands have the same chance of playing Bard this semester as The Ramones - and they're dead!
Naro-ing - It's hard enough to get reasonably priced controlled substances around here without kids taking a bite out of
crime. There were 6 students dismissed from Bard last month for drug offenses. That's 6 dudes you cannot go to next time
that hot band you know comes to the SMOG and they want to party. Nice going Deep Throat. .. or should I say fonner FBI
Assistant Director W. Mark Felt.
Giant Handbags~ What the hell are you keeping in there? The Pelican Brief? A lamb? Come on!

Open Letter to the Readers of the Bard Free Press Regarding the Jumble
In this era of techno-blah, it can be an incredible reminder of our humanity/human-ness to realize that there is still no form of information-conveyance more
expedient than tri-weekly newspapers. As such, I have been thrown into a depression far deeper than any [of my two] Canadian SAD lamp[s] could cure. I
have let you down, friends, I am no hero. You come to me for relief in the form of anagrams and I give you agaramsssn.
Histrionics aside, allow me to apologize for not always making my jumbles "error-free." I feel-~and be sure and correct me if this isn't your perception-that
I have the conceptual element of jumbling down: solid puns, proto-po-po-mo subject matter and a vexing lexical flexibility. However, as any(n)one of you
jumble-loyalists may know, all of this is meaningless without the eye for precision and solvability that is the hallmark of all your premier puzzle-makers (I'm
looking at you, David Levinson Wilk). As such, apologies are warranted. Last issue's answer is: "a simplicity complex," though you couldn't have known
that. Sorry. Listen closely; this is the sound of a leaf shifting in its sleep, readying itself for a transformation into a mixed metaphor of productive, flawless
butterflyness.
with love,
Jesse Maimed

Did you know that
the Free Press
accepts any nonfiction
submissions? The Free
Press
operates
non-heias
a
rarchical
entity,
where anyo,ne can
take on any role,
including
layout,
editing,
writing,
administration,
peanut
gallerist,
comics artist, or
anything else. So,
for next semester, consider the
Free Press, Bard's
only independent
newspaper

(Functional)

Jumble!

by jesse malmed
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The
Americanization of Harry Potter
by alana buonaguro
We all wondered what was going to
happen when the cute and innocent
actors of the Harry Potter series grew
up. Emma Watson (Hermione Granger)
will be turning 18 in 2 years, 19 weeks,
0 days, 16 hours, 32 minutes, and 9 more
seconds. How do I know this?
Well, there is a whole website
devoted to it. Perhaps it was
this audience that the director of
Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire was catering to. It certainly
was not the 10 year-old fans, who
probably missed all of the mature
jokes and innuendos. For some
(the tweens sitting behind me),
seeing Harry sitting in a bathtub
naked incited girlish giggles.
The rest of us did not care to
see Ron in too-tight muscle
shirts and tank tops. Honestly,
shouldn't they be wearing robes?
The prevalence of sex in the new
Harry Potter film is just one of
many in a long line of abuses
that signify the decay of Western
civilization-I
mean-the
Americanization of Harry Potter.
(The term MTVization could
also be used).
The Quidditch World Cup (or
should I say Superbowl) included
a gigantic stadium, bright lights,
and fireworks-I know that
..rf'firds are capable of way
more awesome ~b~ not
even a full minufe of quiodiicfi'.
At a quidditch tournament, the
sea~ Thatare h!Sher up are more
desirable. So wny did Luscious
Malfoy criticize the Weasley family for
their nosebleed seats? This would only
make sense if they were watching a
conventional American football game.
Anachronisms like this cause a receptiv~
audience member to do a reality-check,
completely bursting the bubble of
fantasy.
In typical American fashion, this movie
made an anemic attempt to celebrate
cultural diversity-an
effort that
resulted in complete "otherization."

The characterization of the two foreign
schools that compete in the TriWizard
Tournament is completely stereotypical.
The ladies from Beauxbatons Academy
of Magic, a French all-girls school,
are very beautiful but also proper,

snobbish, and somewhat inept. The
all-male Durmstrang Institute is
located somewhere in Eastern Europe,
presumably Siberia. These rugged men
arrive in a warship, dressed in dark red
uniforms and furs. The school's champion
and Hermione's date to the Yule Ball,
Viktor Krum, is portrayed as dumb
and brutish. After their date, Hermione
refers to him as a "physical being"
and smiles-yet
another suggestive
remark. The students from Durmstrang
enter Hogwarts doing gymnastics and

color, aluminum, parking lot, etc. •

tricks with fire, while the Beauxbatons
perform a mix of acrobatics and dance,
with plenty of sparkles. One shot in
particular, focuses exclusively on the
girls' bottoms as they walk in. As a
fellow moviegoer pointed out, this
brought to mind images of
the competitive cheerleading
movie, Bring It On. We all
Jove to see a nice booty
shake, and that's why we
go see those awesomelybad movies. Such vices and
indulgences do not
belong
in Harry
Potter.
Was anyone else
thrown off when the
classical music of
the ball stopped and
an awful European
rock band started
playing? And did
anyone notice that
the band featured
members of Pulp
and
Radio head?
Likewise, the fantasy
that Rowling so
meticulously creates
in her books was
shattered when I saw
Hermione wearing a
sweater I recognized
from the Gap. Once
where
behind this intrusion
of pop culture is that
the audience can
relate to the fantasy world, and
apply the morals and lessons
to real life. Yet when taken too far,
this becon'l.esantithetical to the idea of
fantasy.
At the superficial level, The Goblet
of Fire is everything that a fan could
want, though perhaps the movie is
more enjoyable for non-fans and nonreaders-tbose who can enjoy the film
without constantly comparing it to the
books and griping about what was

left out, or that the plot was severely
"dumbed-down." The dragon and lake
scenes were fantastic, with remarkable
special effects. Yet the maze scene
could have had more, and the awesome
Voldemort was not nearly as frightening
as he should have been. While parts
of tbe movie were a little risque,
the message-which
stressed the
importance of friends and family-was
wholesome. The tagline "Everything
Will
Change"
is
exceedingly
appropriate as our hero travels through

adolescence (Harry seems to be able
to fight dragons better than he can
find a date). So maybe the movie
was too contemporary, and maybe
it had too much sex in it. But maybe
I need to adjust to the fact that the
original readers, along with the actors
of the film, are growing up. Whatever
the case, Harry Potter and the Goblet
of Fire made for an entertaining,
enjoyable American night.
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